
365 ALL YEAR LONG



Capture your trade show leads uniformly digitally at the touch of a button with Scan2Lead 365. The 

combination of an app und a web-based portal to manage licences, events and collected visitor data, 

makes Scan2Lead 365 an important tool for every trade fair appearance.

TURNING CONTACTS INTO BUSINESS

Capture and save all your 

leads digitally.
Measure your events like 

any other marketing 

channel.

Qualify all your leads 

digitally.

Increase your customers‘ 

satisfaction with timely 

follow-ups.

Thus Scan2Lead actively supports exhibitors in measuring and 

increasing the success of their trade fair presence.



forwarding leads

The app for mobile lead capture is developed 

exclusively for iOS and Android devices.

You receive your visitors‘ contact information by 

simply scanning their business card. 

All data is shown directly on your display and can be 

edited and qualified with additional information. 

The app offers you an individually configurable lead 

form with different question formats. 

You can also add notes – using either the keyboard 

or speech recognition. 

Add photos to your leads using your device‘s camera. 

Simply forward a lead to your responsible colleague.

for iOS & Android

scanning business cards

display of data in real time

adding information

configurable lead forms

notes 

speech recognition

adding photos

SCAN2LEAD 365 SMART APP
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The PORTAL is a web application which can be used 

anywhere and at any time.

All your visitor data is stored and displayed in the 

PORTAL in real time. 

This means that your back office can immediately 

start follow-up activities. 

You can easily download all the data using an Excel 

export. 

Or use an interface to your CRM system to integrate 

your data directly. 

Evaluate the success of your event with numerous 

statistics and reports.

Use different reports (e.g. scans per day / employee / 

time of day) and compare the data with target values 

or other events.

access possible at any time

real time data

immediate follow-ups

excel export

integrated interface possible

extensive analyses

graphical reports

entering target values

SCAN2LEAD 365 WEB PORTAL

compare with previous events



The Scan2Lead PORTAL is your key administration 

tool.

Here you can set up and manage your events and 

add users.

Assign your staff to the respective events. 

Order Event Day Credits (EDCs) depending on use.

Manage your lead forms: You can easily create new 

ones. 

Or copy existing lead forms and assign them to the 

corresponding event. 

Manage your settings such as passwords, 

permissions, etc.

key administration tool

managing events

licence management

ordering more EDCs

creating new lead forms

copying lead forms

assigning of lead forms

managing settings

SCAN2LEAD 365 WEB PORTAL
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Scan2Lead offers exhibitors an important management tool for the success measurement and improvement of 

the trade show presentation. Extensive reports provide exhibitors with numerous evaluations of their visitors.

SUCCESS MEASUREMENT & IMPROVEMENT WITH SCAN2LEAD 365

Thus, the success of a trade show can be measured at the push of a button and presented to the 

management. The analyses lay the foundation for data-based decisions.

Scans über Tag verteilt (Zeitverlauf)



The qualified leads and the immediate digital availability of the data enable exhibitors to follow up more 

quickly and in a qualified manner. This puts them at the forefront of the follow-up activities of all 

exhibitors at a trade fair. 

SUCCESS MEASUREMENT & IMPROVEMENT WITH SCAN2LEAD 365

Timely and qualified follow-ups increase customer satisfaction. As they can be contacted faster 

and more qualified, the probability of an order increases („First come, first served.") and thus the 

ROI and success of a trade show.

The completeness and 

qualification of the 

collected data enable…

faster, qualified follow-

ups and prompt 

forwarding to sales. 

This increases the 

probability of receiving 

the order.

The number of orders 

determines the actual 

success of the trade 

fair.

1. 2.

4.3.



Why make Scan2Lead 365 your digital lead capture tool at events? We give you 11 reasons that only 

Scan2Lead 365 can offer you in this combination. 

11 REASONS TO MAKE SCAN2LEAD YOUR LEAD CAPTURE SYSTEM

Established, proven & stable

Scan2Lead is an established and proven lead 

retrieval system which has been used by the 

world's largest trade fairs and exhibitors for 

more than 12 years.

Easy & intuitive usability

The easy & intuitive usability ensures quick 

acceptance among the staff. We are happy to 

support you with the introduction of the new 

system with workshops, webinars and 

tutorials.

Dashboards

Extensive dashboards (scans per day / 

employee / time of day & comparisons with  

previous events / target values) make 

Scan2Lead an important management tool.

Customised for exhibitors

Scan2Lead is especially customised for the 

needs of exhibiting companies at trade fairs.

Key administration tool

The Scan2Lead PORTAL is your key 

administration instrument for managing your 

events, lead forms, licences, users and 

captured data.



11 REASONS TO MAKE SCAN2LEAD YOUR LEAD CAPTURE SYSTEM

CRM integration

A possible direct integration of Scan2Lead 

with your CRM system additionally 

accelerates your lead management.

Flexible price model

The flexible price model of Scan2Lead 

enables individual adaptability to your needs 

and scalability.

Data privacy compliance

With Scan2Lead 365 you capture your visitor 

data at the booth in compliance with data 

protection regulations. 

Universally applicable

Scan2Lead is universally applicable 

internationally with little effort. Thus a 

standardisation of lead management for all 

stand employees is possible.

Professional customer support

Our professional support team is available to 

answer your questions at any time by 

telephone, e-mail and live chat. 

Use the benefits of Scan2Lead classic 

Seamlessly expand Scan2Lead 365 with the 

entire Scan2Lead portfolio at trade shows 

where Scan2Lead classic is offered. You can 

also scan barcodes and get access to the 

extensive registration data of the organizers.



More than 10,000 exhibitors have already used Scan2Lead. Here is a selection of companies that already 

use Scan2Lead successfully.

REFERENCES



Scan2Lead classic is the standard for lead retrieval at the major trade shows in Europe. Here is a 

selection of trade fairs where Scan2Lead is already successfully used. You can now use Scan2Lead 365 at 

any trade fair.

REFERENCES

This makes Scan2Lead an established and proven lead retrieval system that exhibitors and 

trade fair organizer have been relying on for more than 12 years. 



Scan2Lead is the only system that offers you a flexible licensing model which can be easily adapted to the 

needs of exhibitors. Billing is based on actual use (pay per use). This means that you only pay if you 

actively use the app.

SCAN2LEAD 365 PRICE MODEL

Our licence model:

+ You purchase an Event Day Credit (EDC) for each stand 

employee who is to capture visitors with the app for each 

trade fair day.

+ One EDC entitles one user to scan visitors with the app 

for an entire day.

The calculation of the required licences is based on 

two factors:

+ Number of (trade fair) days on which visitors are to be 

scanned with the app

+ multiplied by the number of stand employees (users) 

who should actively use the app for scanning

Example 1: 

Duration of the fair: 4 days

Number of stand employees: 

• every day 5 employees

→ You need 20 EDCs

Example 2:

Duration of the fair: 4 days

Number of stand employees : 

• 2 days 5 employees

• 2 days 4 employees

→ You need 18 EDCs

Your benefits:

+ You do NOT purchase a subscription.

+ Your booking is not automatically renewed – You have full 

control over your EDCs and costs.

+ Not used EDCs do not expire and can be used at the next 

event.

+ You can book new EDCs at any time, even during the trade 

fair. 



The Scan2Lead Event Day Credits are offered in packages (5, 20 or 50 EDCs). Of course you can also combine 

these individually and book several packages. If EDCs are not used, they do not expire and can be used at 

your next trade show. 

BOOK SCAN2LEAD 365 FOR YOUR TRADE FAIR SUCCESS

Scan2Lead 365 is expected to be available in our online shop from the end of April. Please contact 

us if you prefer a subscription model with monthly billing! 

€ 29,- per Event Day Credit

5 EVENT DAY CREDITS

Package price:  € 145,-

IDEAL IF YOU E.G.

+ participate at one show each year
+ are at the trade fair booth with 

one person
+ want to try out Scan2Lead 365 at 

a trade show

€ 27.50 per Event Day Credit

20 EVENT DAY CREDITS

Package price:  € 550,-

IDEAL IF YOU E.G.

+ participate at 2-3 shows per year
+ are at the trade fair booth with 1 

or 2 persons

OR

+ participate at 1-2 shows per year
+ are at the trade fair booth with 3-5 

persons

€ 24.50 per Event Day Credit

50 EVENT DAY CREDITS

Package price:  € 1.225,-

IDEAL IF YOU E.G.

+ participate at 4-5 shows per year
+ are at the trade fair booth with 2 

or 3 persons

OR

+ participate at 2-3 shows per year
+ are at the trade fair booth with 4-6 

persons

Package A Package B Package C



Scan2Lead – a brand of adventics GmbH

Pilgersheimer Straße 62

81543 Munich

GERMANY

Your contact:

contact@scan2lead.com

www.scan2lead.com

+49 89 4444 33 111

https://www.instagram.com/scan2lead/
https://www.scan2lead.com/
https://twitter.com/scan2lead
https://www.linkedin.com/company/scan2lead/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCefv6eEzyIssx1fXeHubXXg
https://www.xing.com/companies/adventicsgmbh

